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This letter attempts to find splashing height of liquid-filled container drop impact to a solid surface
by dimensional analysis (DA). Two solutions were obtained by both traditional DA and directed
DA without solving any governing equations. It is found that the directed DA can provide much
more useful information than the traditional one. This study shows that the central controlling
3
σR
)( ρν
parameter is called splash number Sp = GaLa = ( gR
2 ), which is the collective performance of
ν2
each quantity. The splash height is given by h = HF (Sp). From the physics of the splashing number,
we can have a fair good picture on the physics of the liquid splashing as follows: the jets propagation
will generate vortex streets from the container bottom due to sudden pressure increasing from drop
impact (water-hammer effect), which will travel along the container sidewall to the centre of the
container and subsequently excite a gravity wave on the liquid surface. The interaction between the
gravitational force§surface force and viscous force is responsible for creating droplet splash at the
liquid surface.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Liquid splashing can be happening anytime and anywhere [1–6], from water-cup dropping to SpaceX rocket
returning (shown in Figure 1 and 2). For rocket returning, the study of liquid splashing is useful on rocket stabilization, if there were some fuel still left. Free falling
liquid drop impact to a solid surface has been studied well
[4–6], however the liquid splashing inside a container has
little results.
Without solving governing equations, this study attempts to attack the splashing system by using dimensional analysis. The most powerful use of dimensional
analysis is to predict the outcome of an numerical experiment, depending on the variables, whilst providing theoretical insight. Dimensional analysis may come across as
simply trying to fit pieces of a puzzle together by trial and
error. However, identifying the quantities that are relevant for a given problem is a demanding task, which requires deep physical insight. This may be done as follows:
make a list of all quantities on which the answer must

Figure 2: SpaceX rocket return

depend, then write down the dimensions of these quantities, and finally demand that these quantities should be
combined into a functional form that provides the right
dimension [7–12].
This article attempts to investigation the problem by
using dimensional analysis (DA). To make the paper selfcontained, the paper is organised as follows. After this introduction, in Section 2 the traditional dimensional analysis (DA) is used and first proposal on scaling law is formulated; in Section 3, the directed dimensional analysis
(DDA) is applied, and a more meaningful scaling law is
obtained. In Section 4 the discussions on the obtained
scaling laws have been proposed. Finally, section 5 concludes the paper with perspectives.

II. SCALING LAW FORMULATION BY
TRADITIONAL DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS

Figure 1: Water splash

Giving a liquid container shown in Figure 3, containing liquid with density ρ, kinematic viscosity ν, surface
tension σ, drop impact to the solid surface from height
H.
The liquid container dropping can be roughly divided
into two stages. Stage 1: From height H to the solid
surface, since the liquid is dropping together with the
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Table II: List of quantities and their dimensions in DDA
h
R
g
ρ
ν
σ
H
1/2
Lz (Lx Ly )1/2 Lz T −2 M (Lx Ly Lz )−1 (Lx Ly )3/4 Lz T −1 M T −2 Lz

It should be noted here that the relation formulated in
Eq.(2) can not give us much information, we will revisit
the problem by using the directed dimensional analysis
(DDA).
Figure 3: Liquid-filled container drop impact to a solid surface
from height H
III. SCALING LAW FORMULATION BY
DIRECTED DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS
Table I: List of quantities and their dimensions
h R
g
ρ
ν
σ
H
L L LT −2 M L−3 L2 T −1 M T −2 L

container under the gravitation, there is no splashing [18].
Stage 2: Once the container dropped to the solid surface,
the impact impulse will apply to the container bottom
and then create jets that originate from bottom. If the
container is not full with the liquid, liquid splashing must
be happen due to the existing of free liquid surface.
Assuming the liquid container is rigid with characteristic length scale R, which can be the radius for circular
container, to find the maximum splash height h.
List of quantities and their dimensions in DDA are
shown in Table I. The splash height h must be the function of other 7 quantities
h = f (R, g, ρ, µ, σ, H).

(1)

The problem has 7 quantities in total, uses only 3 units
or dimensions, namely mass M, length L and time T.
According to the Buckingham Π theorem [7], therefore
should have four Πi . We can choose R, ν, ρ as basic
quantities, the problem can be rewritten as dimensionless
h
form: Π1 = f (Π2 , Π3 , Π4 ), where Π1 = H
, Π2 = H
R,
3

σR
Π3 = gR
ν 2 , Π4 = ρν 2 .
Replace the Π3 and Π4 by the Galileo number Ga and
3
the Laplace number La, respectively, namely Ga = gR
ν2
σR
and La = ρν
2 , the scaling law of the liquid splashing is
given by

H
H
h = Rf ( , Ga, La) = Rf ( , Ga, Oh−2 ).
R
R

The scaling law in Rq.(2) can still be simplified if we
apply directed dimensional analysis (DDA) [14–16]. Set
a xyz coordinate system, taking into account their directions, accordingly the length dimensions are denoted by
Lx , Ly , Lz .
Assuming the container drops from height H along
z direction, its dimension is denoted by dim(H) =
Lz . Accordingly, the gravitation acceleration dim(g) =
−1 −1
Lz T −2 , density dim(ρ) = M L−1
x Ly Lz , surface ten−2
sion dim(σ) = M T , the container characteristic length
1/2 1/2
dim(R) = Lx Ly , the splashing height dim(h) = Lz .
For directed dimensional analysis, the difficulty is how
to define the kinematic viscosity ν in the DDA. Since
the dimension should be uniformly in all direction, and
take into account surface feature of the viscosity, then
the kinematic viscosity ν can be redefined as follows:
3/4 3/4 1/2
dim(ν) = L2 T −1 = Lx Ly Lz T −1 .
List of quantities and their dimensions in DDA are
shown in Table II.
Within the directed dimensional analysis (DDA), five
dimensions, M, T, Lx , Ly , Lz , are used, namely, j = 5.
The total number of quantities are still n = 7, therefore
the number of dimensionless Π will be reduced from four
to two, which is calculated from n − j = 7 − 5, which
can make the final result in a much simpler format. We
can choose R, H, ρ, σ, ν as basic quantities, thus the two
dimensionless Π1 and Π2 are derived as follows
(3)

Π2 = gRβ+3 ρ−β σ β ν −2β−2 ,

(4)

and

(2)

The Galileo number (Ga) is a dimensionless number
named after Italian scientist Galileo Galilei (1564-1642).
It may be regarded as proportional to gravity forces divided by viscous forces. The Laplace number (La) is
a dimensionless number used in the characterization of
free surface fluid dynamics. It represents a ratio of surface tension to the momentum-transport inside a fluid.
The Ohnesorge number (Oh) is a dimensionless number
that relates the viscous forces to inertial and surface tension forces. The number was defined by Wolfgang von
Ohnesorge in his 1936 doctoral thesis [13].

Π1 = hRα H α−1 ρ−α σ α ν −2α ,

where both α and β can not be determined only by the
DDA, which can be viewed as an adjustable parameters.
We can set both α and β to be some particular values
to get a simpler relationship. For instance, without loss
generality, let α = 0 and β = 1, we have
Π1 =

h
,
H

Π2 =

gR3 σR
= GaLa.
ν 2 ρν 2

(5)

The liquid splashing height is therefore given by
h = HF (

gR3 σR
Ga
) = HF (GaLa) = HF ( 2 ).
ν 2 ρν 2
Oh

(6)
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It is surprise to see that the result in Eq (6) by the DDA
is totally different from the one in Eq (2) by the DA.
Furthermore, the DDA in Eq.(6) is much simpler and
physically meaningful, which reveals that the splashing
height is proportional to the dropping height and the
function of product GaLa.

IV.

Although we can not finalise the format of Eq.(6) by
only directed dimensional analysis (DDA), the relation
derived from the DDA can still provide us a vital information even without solving governing equations. This
is the beauty of the DA, namely it can identify the most
crucial quantities combinations before we are even going
to do either numerical simulation or experimental test.
In this case, the controlling parameter in liquid splash3
σR
ing process is gR
ν 2 ρν 2 = GaLa. It means that the five
quantities control the splashing process together via their
3
σR
combination gR
ν 2 ρν 2 rather than in individual. This discovery is important for data fitting of liquid splashing,
for future use we define the single combination as splash
number (Sp) by
gR3 σR
.
ν 2 ρν 2

(7)

Therefore, we have the maximum splashing height as follows
h = HF (Sp).

(8)

The function F (:) can be determined from a test datafitting.
The simplest approximate scaling law could be given
by a linear power-law

h = κH

gR3 σR
ν 2 ρν 2

Ga ∼

gravity forces
,
viscous forces

(10)

and
La ∼

DISCUSSIONS

Sp =

number (La) and Ohnesorge number (Oh) can be understood as follows

surface tension
,
the momentum − transport inside a fluid

(11)

and
viscous forces
.
(12)
inertial and surface tension forces
Based on the general relation Eq.(6), with the help on
the understanding of the Galileo number and the Laplace
number, we can have a fair good picture on the physics of
the liquid splashing as follows: the jets propagation will
generate vortex streets from the container bottom due
to sudden pressure increasing from drop impact (waterhammer effect), which will travel along the container
sidewall to the centre of the container and subsequently
excite a gravity wave on the liquid surface. The interaction between the gravitational force and surface force
and viscous force is responsible for creating droplet splash
at the liquid surface. This mechanism has some kind of
similarity with the dragon-wash [17] in ancient China.
Oh ∼ √

V.

CONCLUSIONS

Given liquid density ρ, kinematic viscosity ν, surface
tension σ, and drop height H, to change the splashing
height h, the only way is to make an adjustment on the
cross-section scale R of the liquid container. Generally
speaking, the bigger R is, the larger height h to be. As
the saying goes: Three feet without wind waves.

λ
,

(9)
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